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GOAL: Renderable Assets



State of the Art

3D-Gan (NIPS 2016)



State of 
the Art

AtlasNet (CVPR 2018)



State of the Art - Point Clouds

Learning Representations and Generative Models for 3D Point Clouds (ICML 2018)



State of the Art - Point Clouds

PointFlow (ICCV 2019)



State of the Art - Point Clouds

LOGAN (SIGGRAPH Asia 2019)



State of the Art - Point Clouds

PointGMM (CVPR 2020)



State of the Art - Point Clouds

PointGMM (CVPR 2020)



State of the Art - Point Clouds

● Very noisy

● Usually limited resolution (4K points max)

Generated with LOGAN trained on vases



State of the Art - Point Clouds

● Very noisy

● Usually limited resolution (4K points max)

● Hard / impossible to convert into meshes

Generated with LOGAN trained on vases



Our Solution: Point Cloud Refinement
Noisy 4K points

Clean 16K points
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Our Solution: Point Cloud Refinement

● Points follow the underlying surface

● Points are well-spaced in a regular 
pattern



Convert to Meshes
Noisy 4K points

Clean 16K points



Convert to Meshes
Noisy 4K points

Clean 16K points



Method Overview
Inspiration: patch based methods

Generating images patch by patch
PatchMatch (ECCV 2010)

Patch based point cloud analysis
PCPNet (Eurographics 2018)



Method Overview
Main Idea: Fix the point cloud patch by patch and stitch patches later

● Deep networks are more robust for small inputs and small outputs
● Complexity of inputs is greatly reduced
● Easy to generate training data - thousands of patches from each shape
● Quick to train (but much slower to process a complete shape)

* Initial idea was to generate patches of triangulated mesh, but that is still an open problem
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Method Overview
Main Idea: Fix the point cloud patch by patch and stitch patches later

Output patch (64 points) - top viewInput patch (64 points) - top view



Method Overview
Architecture: Autoencoder

Point Cloud

PointNet based encoder

Simple decoder

Latent variable (32)

Point Cloud

EMD Loss



Method Overview
Architecture: Autoencoder

Point Cloud

PointNet based encoder

Simple decoder

Latent variable (32)

Point Cloud

EMD Loss

We used LOGAN encoder

MLP:
Input -> 256 -> 512 -> 1024 -> output
(also same as LOGAN) 



Method Overview
Stitching Patches

Since point distribution is regular, we can use the distance between points to 
detect overlap between output patches
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Method Overview
Stitching Patches

Since point distribution is regular, we can use the distance between points to 
detect overlap between output patches



Number of Points
Stitching regular patches adds more point to the output point cloud (about 20%)

We can use the PointNet encoder to add more points:

● PointNet is invariant to number of input points
● Train a network with 64 input and output points
● Provide less points as input - for example, 60
● The output 64 points will cover the same area of the shape 

that was covered by the input 60 points
● Providing 90% of points as input in each patch is enough 

to double the number of output points in the entire mesh
● The process can be repeated to some extent



Summary / Future Work
Our method takes a noisy point cloud and produces 
a point cloud that better describes the underlying mesh

Noisy 4K points

Clean 16K points



Summary / Future Work
We are still not sure how to generate a watertight mesh from dense point clouds
… but it may be easier when starting from a regular distribution of points?



Summary / Future Work
There are a few more possible applications to this work:

● Filling holes in point clouds
● Using the method in a hierarchy at different scales to generate complete 

point clouds from latent variable

We will be happy to collaborate on this work and get it ready for publication!



Questions?


